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A little progress
each day adds

up to big results

SATYA NAN I



Before revision, it can be

helpful to identify what

type of learner you are.

This will help you decide on

the most appropriate

methods to use for effective

revision. You can find out

what type of learner you

are by taking this quiz:

https://bit.ly/2Ubz6rk 

1.1.1.

Once you have discovered what type of learner

you are, you can read more about how you

process information and what revision tips will

be useful here: https://bit.ly/38uNxPG

Visual

Aural

Verbal

Physical

Logical

Social

Solitary

Types of learners...

Which one are you?



Before starting your

revision, try to set out some

goals at the end; what is it

you want to achieve? For

the day, as well as the long

term goal. This gives you a

target to work towards

when revising.

2.2.2.

Creating a revision

timetable is a great way to

structure the content you

need to learn over a given

period of time. They can

range from covering a two

week period to the whole

year with important dates

and exams noted down.

When making notes from any material,

try to summarise the information in your

own words as much as possible. Use

simple words and shorthand to get the

key information. This will help to build

your understanding of the content. The

best way to make brief, easy to read

notes is using the Cornell method:

https://bit.ly/35hvCKh

3.3.3.

4.4.4.



If you are making notes online,

there are a few useful

applications for note taking

such as google docs and

OneNote. Information on more

tools for online note making can

be found here:

https://bit.ly/32ydLND

A great way to effectively

memorise notes and key

facts is by using the

spaced repetition

technique, more

information can be found

here:

https://bit.ly/2IqGltp

Make sure to always plan

time for breaks and rest.

Overworking and doing

repeated late nights will

actually hinder your ability

to recall information later

on.

5.5.5.

6.6.6.

7.7.7.



It can be useful to make your

revision notes after each lesson

when it’s fresh in your mind,

rather than waiting until the

holidays to start making notes.

This gives you more time to

focus on your weak points and

do more exam questions.

Getting into the habit of

reflecting on your

performance at the end

each week by looking at

what went well or things

that could be improved will

ensure that you stay on

track with your goals.

Make sure you have a

balanced diet, have

enough sleep and try to

get some exercise or fresh

air to reduce your stress

and ensure you are always

focussed when revising.

8.8.8.

9.9.9.

10.10.10.


